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In his book The Great Good Place, sociologist Ray Oldenburg develops the concept of a “third place”
which, he explains, is a hangout spot, community center or “home away from home” that provides
a person with an essential space outside of home and work. Crucial for personal growth, this “third
place” serves as a welcoming environment in which people connect, exchange ideas and establish
relationships. Especially among millennials, many have virtual third places like Facebook or
Instagram, but as Oldenburg notes, it is most effective to have a physical space which you can go to
and engage with others.
For hundreds of people in Los Angeles-Beverly Hills, their “third place” is Beth Jacob Congregation.
Beth Jacob strives to exemplify the appellation given by the Rabbis to the quintessential shul as a
“Beit Haknesset - “house of gathering.” The atmosphere is warm, welcoming, inclusive and non-judgmental. Those who walk
through our doors have diverse backgrounds, varied interests, different ages, but we all come together to learn, pray, socialize,
advocate and grow. In our “third place,” we’re united by the core values of Torah, mitzvot, Jewish peoplehood and the State of
Israel, yet each person is appreciated and respected as an individual with a unique story, who can make her or his own mark.
To our dear members who have made Beth Jacob their “third place,” I express my gratitude to you for investing yourselves in
our community and making Beth Jacob the vibrant pioneering Shul it is. To those not yet familiar with our Shul, I invite you
to check it out, and perhaps you’ll discover that “third place” which can serve as your anchor and inspiration.
Due to the complexity of life and the diversity of our membership, at Beth Jacob we provide an abundance of spiritual, intellectual,
social and chesed opportunities to engage all. We are confident that you can find the inspirational prayer service suitable for
you, the Torah discussion that deeply resonates with you, the dynamic youth program designed to inspire your children (if you’re
blessed to have a child), the impactful social justice project which energizes you, and even a professional networking event that
can help you.
I invite you to flip through the pages of this Discover Beth Jacob magazine to discover our incredible array of programming as
well as the different exciting aspects of the community. Consider this your invitation to get involved in our “third place.”
Let us, individually and collectively, gain a new appreciation of our Jewish values, realize a deeper sense of purpose and
responsibility to the Jewish People and Israel, as well as build wonderful friendships which truly last a lifetime.
With a sense of pride in the past and anticipation for the future, Jordana and I wish you and your family a year of good health,
happiness, prosperity, and fulfillment, together with peace in Israel and the world.

Rabbi Kalman Topp
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Message from our President
Dear Friends,
As I begin my fourth term serving as Shul president, I would like to express my gratitude for allowing
me the opportunity to contribute to our community. It is a privilege, an honor and most of all a truly
rewarding responsibility.
As I reflect back on what we have accomplished together and the strides that we have taken to
continue to grow and shine as a community, I could not be more proud to be a member of Beth Jacob
Congregation. I am inspired and proud of everything our congregation does, and it is easy to see why
Beth Jacob is one of the leading congregations in the United States.
We have accomplished many changes and made many improvements this past year:
• We have renovated the Shul building and have improved its functionality and security.
• We have established an innovative networking platform called “Nexus” which offers our professionally established members
an opportunity to mentor, coach and assist our younger members with their professional life and personal growth.
• We have strengthened our signature pioneering programs such as SPARK, Modern Minds on Jewish Matters and YP
Friday Night Dinners.
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There are many tasks ahead of us and much more work to be done to continue to grow and improve our community and I look
forward to working together and growing
from strength to strength. On behalf of my wife Michelle and myself, we
wish you, along with all of Beit Yisrael, a healthy and happy new year.

Michelle Dolgin

Cantor - Arik Wollheim
ext. 205, cantor@bethjacob.org

At a recent board meeting this past year, the topic of the Shul logo, which currently reads “Beth Jacob” or “BJ”, was discussed
and after deliberation, our board of directors voted to change this name and logo to reflect our official, complete name “Beth
Jacob Congregation” or “BJC”. While this may at first seem perhaps a minor or even semantic change, I truly believe that
it is a “correction” that carries great meaning in defining and emphasizing who and what we are. Beth Jacob is more than a
Shul. We are, as our official name dictates, a congregation. A place where we arrive as individuals and join together to form a
“whole” and become more than the sum of our parts. A fulfillment of the words of the Torah				
,...
“Today you have become the people of Hashem your G-d”.

Like the stones that congregated under the head of Yaakov Avinu, we too come to BJC as individuals and under the guidance of
our rabbis and clergy and thanks to the abundance of activities, services and chesed opportunities, like the stones of Yaakov, we
merge together to form a strong, cohesive and amazing congregation.

Michelle Conzevoy

Maxine Flader

President - Jess Dolgin
president@bethjacob.org

We learn about the formation of a congregation in Jacob’s dream. The Torah tells us that when Jacob slept, he took several
stones to place around his head , but when he awoke, the Torah tells us that Yaakov took the stone which he
placed under is head – in the singular
. . Becoming a cohesive unit is a cornerstone (no pun intended) of our
forefather Jacob’s dream and symbolizes what BJC strives to be.

Eli Baron

Assistant Rabbi - Rabbi Robbie Tombosky
rtombosky@gmail.com

However, I would like to share with you one change in particular, which while perhaps may seem subtle, encapsulates an
important message and reminds us of our greatest strength. This change has to do with the name and logo of our Shul.

BJC offers a vast array of classes, lectures and programs to enrich us spiritually. But where we truly excel, is in the areas of
chesed and caring for one another. The overwhelming number of people who volunteer for meal trains, blood drives,
charity and support for our brothers and sisters in Israel, demonstrates the type of congregation that is Beth Jacob Congregation.
Albert Einstein once said: “The life of the individual has meaning only in so far as it aids in making the life of every living thing nobler and more
beautiful”. This is the essence of our coming together as individuals to form a
- congregation.
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Learn
with us

Expand your Mind. Engage your Tradition.
Enrich your Life.

Expand your Horizons
Weekly Schedule
At-A-Glance

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Remarkable Talmudic Passages
11:00 am with Rabbi Topp

Hidden Women in the Bible
11:00 am with Chazan Arik

Parenting & Parsha
9:00 am with Rabbi Topp
& Rabbi Boruch Sufrin

Parshat Hashavua: A Fresh Look
12:00 pm with Rabbi Topp

Gemara Shiur for Men
7:00 pm with Rabbi Langer

In conjunction with Hillel

BMW - Beit Midrash for Women
7:30 pm

Shmuel Bet:
The Triumphs and Trials of
King David’s Dynasty
8:00 pm with Rabbi Topp

YP Conversations
over wine & cheese
7:30 pm with Rabbi Topp

Interactive Parshat HaShavua

12:00 noon with Rabbi Elias

Stay tuned for the upcoming dates

THURSDAY

SHABBAT

EVERY DAY

Great Jewish Thinkers
of the Last Millennium
11:00 am with Rabbi Posy

Rabbi Topp’s Chumash Shiur
8:00 am

Daf Yomi
7:00 am with Rabbi Greenhaus

YP Life Goals
with Rabbi Robbie

Different location each week

Cuppa Joe
9:15 am with Rabbi Posy
Unlocking the Siddur
with Rabbi Posy
15 minutes before Mincha

Mishna Shiur
8:30 am with Rabbi Posy
Dvar Torah
Between Mincha & Maariv

Sylvia & David Kellerman
BEIT MIDRASH PROGRAM

All morning programs are part of the Kellerman Beit Midrash Program
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Daily/Weekly Class Schedule
Learn with us. Make new friends. Join a class and find out how the study of Torah and Jewish thought can bring
incredible meaning and inspiration to your life. The Jew is an eternal student. We’re always looking to learn and grow more,
following the age-old charge of Joshua 1:8 –
“you shall engage in its study day and night.” To satisfy this
desire of every Jew, Beth Jacob is your home for high-level “Talmud Torah”, with the following opportunities:

TUESDAY

Rabbi Tombosky sharing insights with the YP’s in Bayer Hall

MONDAY

REMARKABLE TALMUDIC PASSAGES
11:00 am with Rabbi Topp
The Talmud offers a cornucopia of life lessons, Jewish values
and stories that shape our view on life. In this class, Rabbi
Topp leads an exploration of the most thought provoking
sections of the Talmud with an eye toward applying the
rabbis’ timeless wisdom to our daily lives.
PARSHAT HASHAVUA: A FRESH LOOK
12:00 pm with Rabbi Topp; lunch is served
Though we read the Parsha every week, there are always new
insights when we take a deeper look at the text of the Torah.
Start your week strong by learning the Torah’s important
lessons which bring meaning and purpose into our lives.

BMW - BEIT MIDRASH FOR WOMEN
7:30 pm
Women of all ages and learning levels are welcome to join us as
we explore our rich heritage through text-based learning. We meet
weekly with a rotation of Rabbis and teachers including some of
our members, covering a wide variety of topics, helping
us to learn and grow in a warm, stimulating and supportive
environment.
YP CONVERSATIONS OVER WINE & CHEESE
8:00 pm with Rabbi Topp
Interested in exploring how the beauty of our tradition can
bring meaning to our busy modern lives? Looking for a
relaxed atmosphere to meet friends? This exciting program
meets monthly on Monday evenings and brings together
young professionals to learn, laugh and connect.
Please stay tuned for upcoming dates of Conversations.
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HIDDEN WOMEN IN THE BIBLE
11:00 am with Chazan Arik
After discovering the story of the hidden women in the
Chumash and some of the early Prophets, we’ll continue to
discover the story of many other hidden women in the Bible.
Not only do we shed light on their lives and actions, but we
try to understand the life lessons our sages are teaching us by
revealing the mystery of their lives. Each class is dedicated to
one figure, so there is no need for previous knowledge.
GEMARA SHIUR - FOR MEN
7:00 pm with Rabbi Nechemia Langer
Rabbi Langer leads an in-depth shiur exploring the intricacies
of the Gemara. The weekly discussion uncovers the great
depth of the wisdom of Chazal throughout the generations.
This class has covered a wide swath of the Talmudic landscape over the years, yet each class offers new and
exciting insights.
SHMUEL BET: THE TRIUMPHS AND TRIALS
OF KING DAVID’S DYNASTY
8:00 pm with Rabbi Topp
Widely viewed as one of the most exciting books of Tanach,
the second volume of the Book of Shmuel brings us into the
inner workings, successes and failures of King David’s
monarchy. Explore the episode of King David and Batsheva, the
deadly rivalry between the two generals Avner and Yoav, the
establishment of Jerusalem as the capital, and other rebellions,
rivalries, conspiracies and triumphs that served as formative
events in Jewish history.

WEDNESDAY

PARENTING & PARSHA
9:00 am with Rabbi Boruch Sufrin & Rabbi Topp
Presented by Beth Jacob & Hillel
Taught on alternating weeks by Rabbi Sufrin and Rabbi Topp, this
class looks to the Parsha for insights on how we can
become better parents and develop healthy relationships with
our children. Give yourself a mid-week boost with brewed
coffee, greek yogurt and an engaging lively discussion.
INTERACTIVE PARSHAT HASHAVUA
12:00 noon with Rabbi Elias; lunch is served
Each student participates in this interactive discussion which
delves into commentaries such as Rashie and Ramban. Learn
together and exchange ideas to better understand how the
Parsha relates to modern times.

THURSDAY

GREAT JEWISH THINKERS OF THE LAST MILLENNIUM
11:00 am with Rabbi Posy
Each week, Rabbi Posy discusses the life’s work and life lessons
of important thinkers from contemporary and not-so-contemporary Jewish history. Through an examination of the writings and experiences of our sages, we come to a better understanding of ourselves.
YP LIFE GOALS
8:00 pm with Rabbi Robbie
Life Goals are those big things we aspire to accomplish in life
such as getting married, having a family, starting our own
business or traveling the globe. Join YP on Thursday nights
as we journey forward together to infuse those Life Goals with
the clarity, purpose and joy of our Judaism and Torah! Life
Goals will meet at various locations (restaurants, backyard fire
pits, rooftops, etc) to keep the venue fresh and engaging while
providing meaningful connection, insights and inspiration.
Think of Life Goals as your North Star on your journey towards
a meaningful life! Life Goals is an RSVP only event!

SHABBAT

Rabbi Topp’s weekly shiur on Mondays

RABBI TOPP’S CHUMASH SHIUR
8:00 am with Rabbi Topp
Grab a coffee and get ready for an exciting exploration into
the portion of the week that takes a fresh look at the text and
commentaries. Join us as we discover the eternal yet timely
Biblical themes and ideas, and thereby enhance our Shabbat
and our lives.

SHABBAT

CUPPA JOE
9:00 am with Rabbi Posy
Each Shabbat morning before the start of the YP minyan,
we come together to discuss modern issues and challenges
through the timeless lens of halacha. Join us as we explore
eclectic topics such as surrogate motherhood, the Jewish
perspective on magic, ethics of self driving cars and so much
more. Enhanced by gourmet coffees to start your Shabbat
morning right.
UNLOCKING THE SIDDUR
15 minutes before Mincha with Rabbi Posy
Shabbat afternoons come alive as we explore the text
and content of our daily Tefillah. Meeting prior to
Shabbat Mincha, this class offers the opportunity
to take our prayer to the next level.

DAILY

DAF YOMI
7:00 am with Rabbi Greenhaus
For close to 100 years, Jews across the world have been studying a page of the Gemara each day on a 7 year cycle. Our Daf
Yomi group at Beth Jacob meets each morning and is a place
to learn and grow while gaining a mastery of the entire depth
and breadth of the “Sea of the Talmud.” Join once or for the
entire cycle!
MISHNA SHIUR
8:30 am with Rabbi Posy
Each day, Rabbi Posy and a group of committed students
delve into the details and ideas of Jewish life through the
prism of one of Judaism’s most important texts – the Mishna.
Whether you can come every day or just once in a while, join
this fascinating discussion taking place weekdays after the
7:40 am minyan.
DVAR TORAH
Between Mincha & Maariv
The evening Tefilla at Beth Jacob comes complete with a dose
of Torah Study with our Clergy or Summer Kollel members.
Each day we delve into another aspect of Jewish tradition to
make the evenings at Beth Jacob that much more rewarding
and enlightening.
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Past Speakers

Goldberger Jewish History Series
Endowed by Regina and Ernie Goldberger and the extended Goldberger and Dorf families
Jewish History: From the Middle Ages Through the Modern State of Israel
With a focus on Modern Israel, this exciting series will illuminate the extraordinary moments, consequential trends
and larger than life personalities from the yemei habeinayim - middle ages through modern Zionism,
with the establishment and growth of Israel.
Rabbi Abraham Lieberman
Guest Lecturer & Senior Scholar
Rabbi Lieberman is an accomplished
scholar, educator and historian who
has published material on Mesorah
and Talmudic Commentaries from the
Cairo Genizah to Mesechet Shabbat.

Semester 2 - Halachik Controversies Through the Ages
Throughout the centuries, singular intellectual giants shaped
Jewish life and the transmission of our tradition. This series
will highlight great rabbinic rivalries from medieval times
until today.
Wednesdays at 7:30 pm
2.6, 2.20, 2.27, 3.6, 3.13
Judge Ruchie Freier
Public Service as a
Jewish Value

Semester 1 - The Challenges of The New Modern
State of Israel
As the Jewish People transitioned into the next phase of their
history, they were presented with unprecedented challenges
and opportunities with the nascent State of Israel. The issues
explored in this series include: Israeli army and security, the
Rabbanut and religion and state education, economic inequality
and the political structure.

Rabbi Dr. Meir Soloveichik
Was Alexander Hamilton
Jewish?

Wednesdays at 7:30 pm
Class Dates: 10.10, 10.17, 10.31, 11.14, 11.28

Looking Back...
Some of our Past
Modern Minds &
Scholars in Residence
Speakers
From 2017-2018

Saturday Night Film Nights
Nov 17th - Women’s Balcony
An accident during a bar mitzvah celebration leads to a gender rift in a devout
Orthodox community in Jerusalem, in this
rousing, good-hearted tale about women
speaking truth to patriarchal power.
With a 96% rating, here’s the “Critic Consensus” from “RottenTomatoes.com: With
rich characters and a thoughtful approach to timely themes,
The Women’s Balcony tackles complicated subjects with intelligence, compassion, and wit.
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Feb 9th - When the Smoke Clears: A Jerusalem U Film
When the Smoke Clears: A Story of Brotherhood, Resilience
and Hope is a new feature-length documentary film which tells
the true stories of young soldiers whose injuries
force them to forge a new identity and rebuild
their lives. Making breakthroughs and finding
meaning by reaching out to those in need, they
discover renewed meaning and healing through
giving to others. From the creators of Netflix-featured Beneath The Helmet: From High School to the Home Front, and
PBS-featured Israel Inside: How a Small Nation Makes a Big
Difference, When the Smoke Clears reveals powerful, personal
and inspirational stories that show us how, by overcoming adversity, we can become heroes in our own lives and in the lives
of others.
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U.S. - Israel Relationship
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Israel: The Challenges
of Being Strong
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African Americans &
the Pro-Israel Community

Dr.
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Modern Minds Conversations
Beth Jacob Congregation

Modern Minds
Jewish MatteRS
on

Contemporary Issues Facing our Community

Modern Minds Conversations
December 19, 2018
Michael Medved in
Conversation with
David Suissa
How can we Strengthen the Connection of American
Millenials to Israel?
Michael Medved is a nationally syndicated radio talk show
host and bestselling author. His daily three hour show reaches 200 stations across the country and an audience of more
than 4 million placing him, for nearly two decades, on the
Talkers Magazine list of the top ten political talk shows in the
United States. He is a noted movie critic, political commentator and proud orthodox Jew.
David Suissa is President of Tribe Media/Jewish Journal,
where he has been writing a weekly column on the Jewish
world since 2006. In 2015, he was awarded first prize for
“Editorial Excellence” by the American Jewish Press Association.
Prior to Tribe Media, David was founder and CEO of Suissa
Miller Advertising, a marketing firm named “Agency of the
Year” by USA Today. He sold his company in 2006 to devote
himself full time to his first passion: Israel and the Jewish
world.

October 24, 2018
Lisa Aiken in Conversation
with Chana Gelb
The Id & The Yid: Merging Jewish Values &
Psychology to help us grow
Dr. Lisa Aiken Dr. Lisa Aiken is a clinical psychologist who
has lectured to diverse Jewish audiences in more than 250
cities on 6 continents. She has written 11 critically acclaimed
books including To Be A Jewish Woman, Guide for the
Romantically Perplexed, The Art of Jewish Prayer, Why Me,
God? A Jewish Guide to Coping with Challenges, The Baal
Teshuva Survival Guide and The Family Guide to Touring
Israel.
Dr. Chana Gelb is a member of Beth Jacob and a Clinical
Psychologist in private practice in the Los Angeles area. Her
areas of specialty include parenting, couples counseling and
individual therapy in order to help people develop more inner
resources and live better lives.
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November 7
Rabbi Seth Farber
in Conversation with
Rabbi Topp
Religion & State in Israel: A Tenable Relationship?
Rabbi Dr. Seth (Shaul) Farber is the founder of ITIM, an
organization that aims to assist Israelis with the legal intricacies of personal status - marriage, divorce, conversion, and
burial - which are administered by the Ministry of Religious
Affairs in a manner that often leaves families bewildered,
overwhelmed, and resentful. Rabbi Farber is widely cited
in the press on the politically fraught issues of the personal
status of Israelis.
Rabbi Kalman Topp is the Senior Rabbi at Beth Jacob
Congregation in Beverly Hills, serving in that position since
2009. During his tenure, he strengthened Beth Jacob as a
leading center of Modern Orthodoxy and Religious Zionism,
providing dynamic Torah and social programming for all ages
including young professionals.

January 16, 2019
A Conversation featuring
Rabbi Gavriel Hershoff, Dani Samson
Debbie Fox, Harry Nelson
A Conversation about Addiction in our Community
Rabbi Gavriel Hershoff, MSW is a substance abuse counselor
and is the Director of Aish Tamid of Los Angeles.
A center focused on helping young adults struggling with
addiction and other issues. The center sees approximately
100 boys per month and helps them find themselves, reconnect with our community and become productive members of
society.
Dani Samson, a Beth Jacob member, is the President of
Destinations to Recovery, a residential and outpatient teen
recovery center assisting teens with mental illness & addiction.
Debbie Fox LCSW is a nationally recognized expert in mental
health issues impacting the Jewish community including
child abuse, addiction and mental illness. She currently runs
the Magen Yeladim Child Safety Institute and is the former
director of the Aleinu Jewish Family Resource Center.
Harry Nelson, a Beth Jacob member, is the former president
of Harkham Hillel Hebrew Academy, and the founder and
managing partner of the Nelson Hardiman law firm. He
is the author of a forthcoming book on the opioid crisis in
America.

February 13, 2019
A Conversation featuring Dr. Gil Graff and Dr. Scott Goldberg
Moderated by Abigail Shrier
Jewish Education: Challenges and Opportunities
Dr. Gil Graff has served as the Executive Director of the Los Angeles BJE since 1993. In this role he serves as our community’s representative in advancing the mission of encouraging participation in, enhancing the quality of, and promoting access to
Jewish education.
Dr. Scott Goldberg is a noted expert on excellence and benchmarking in Jewish education. From 2007 – 2013, Dr. Goldberg
served as the inaugural Director of the Institute for University – School Partnership, working closely with organizations, agencies, and institutions to improve the quality and sustainability of schools. He is also Associate Professor at YU’s Azrieli Graduate School of Jewish Education.
Abigail Shrier is a member of Beth Jacob, a writer and Jewish Day School parent. A graduate of Yale Law School, her work
has appeared in the Wall Street Journal, the Federalist, National Review, and the Jewish Journal among others. She writes on
issues of parenting, education, law and technology.
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Scholars in Residence

Scholars
in Residence
2018 through 2019

The Scholars In Residence program at Beth Jacob is our flagship Shabbat Adult Education initiative. On select Shabbatot,
Beth Jacob proudly hosts thought leaders from around the globe to enlighten, educate and inspire our congregation.

Beth Jacob welcomes

Rabbi Dr. Shlomo Riskin
as our
Shabbat Scholar in Residence

Shabbat, November 18 - 19

Rabbi Dr. Shlomo Riskin is the founding Chief Rabbi
Friday November 18
of Efrat, Israel,
Rabbi
of the Lincoln Square
Rabbifounding
Menachem
Leibtag
Professor Stephen Berk
Shabbat
Dinner
Synagogue
in New
York City,
and founder
and
Simchat
Torah,
October
1-2
Shabbat, December 1
Pat’sActivism
Restaurant
AIPAC
Shabbat
Chancellor of the Ohr Torah Stone Institutions,
9233 W Pico Blvd, Los Angeles
a network of high schools, colleges, and graduate
Rabbi Menachem
Leibtag
is a senior
Professor Stephen Berk is the Henry and Sally
programs
in the United
States
and Israel.
lecturer at Yeshivat Har Etzion and Midreshet
Schaffer Professor of Holocaust and Jewish
Lindenbaum in Israel. He is an acclaimed
Studies at Union College, New York. Professor
Shabbatacclaimed
morning,
A leading
Modern
and educator, Berk is internationally
for his teachTorah scholar
andOrthodox
pioneer of thinker
Jewish educaNovember
19
tionRiskin
on has inspired countles Jews around the ing, writing and research about the Holocaust,
Rabbi
Russiainand
the Middle East. His
the
internet.
Drasha
Shapell
world; leading by example and bringing many of hisAnti-Semitism,
focus is on the shift from Jewish powerlessness to
American congregants with him on Aliyah. He has an era of Sanctuary
self-determination for our people.
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created innovative rabbinic training models, was the
force behind the creation of the role of “Toenet Rabbanit”
who are women that serve as advocates in the Israeli
religious court system, and has worked tirelessly as a
role model and leader for the Modern Orthodox comunity.

Shabbat evening
Lecture

Ambassador Daniel Taub
Shabbat, January 12

Rabbanit Chana Henkin
Shabbat, February 23

Dedicated by Fela Shapell & Family
In memory of David Shapell z”l.

Rabbanit Chana Henkin, founder and Dean of
the Nishmat Center for Advanced Torah Study
for Women in Jerusalem, is one of today’s most
acclaimed Jewish educators and a leader in redrawing the landscape of Torah leadership and scholarship for women. In a groundbreaking initiative,
Rabbanit Henkin created the unique role of Yoatzot Halacha, experts in women’s health and Jewish
law, who have since addressed more than 300,000
halachic questions from across the world.

Daniel Taub is an Israeli diplomat, international
lawyer and writer who served as Israel’s Ambassador
to the United Kingdom from 2011 to 2015. A veteran of the Israeli Foreign Ministry, he served as a
member of the negotiating team in the Israeli-Syrian
and Israeli-Palestinian negotiations. He is currently
director of strategy and planning at the Yad Hanadiv
Foundation in Jerusalem. He is also the author of
Parsha Diplomatit, a book of diplomatic insights on
the Parsha.

MK Rabbi Yehuda Glick
Shabbat, May 4
Rabbi Yehuda Glick is a Member of Knesset from
Likud and the Director of the Temple Mount
Heritage foundation. Born in Queens, MK Rabbi
Glick has spent much of his life in Israel in the
fields of activism and education. A survivor of an
assassination attempt in Oct. 2014 by a member of
Islamic Jihad, Glick recovered and went on to win
the prestigious 2015 Moskowitz Prize for Zionism.

Rabbi Shmuel Goldin
Shavuot, June 8-10
Rabbi Shmuel Goldin served as the past president
of the Rabbinical Council of America and as
Rav of Congregation Ahavath Torah in
Englewood, New Jersey. Now working with
Nefesh B’nefesh in Israel, Rabbi Goldin is the
author of the popular series on Chumash
“Unlocking the Torah Text.”
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New Series with Chazan Arik
Anim Z’mirot Club - Boys (ages 6-12)
Oct. 7, 14, 21 at 9:45 AM
Join Chazan Arik and be part of the “next generation” of leading
Anim Zmirot and end of Musaf.

Kabbalat Shabbat Club
Pre and Post Bar Mitzvah Boys (ages 10-15)

Kaddish Club
The Kaddish Club is intended for individuals who are in their
year of avelut – mourning for a loved one. This group of men and
women meet with Rabbi Topp at member’s homes to engage in
textual study and interactive discussion on death, mourning and
kaddish. For information, please contact Rabbi Topp at
rabbitopp@bethjacob.org.

Oct. 9, 16, 23 at 6:45 PM
Chazan Arik will teach the boys to lead Kabbalat Shabbat.
Afterwards, lead our Friday night service.

New Mini Series: Notes of Prayer
Thursdays at 7:30 pm, Bayer Hall
Oct. 10, Nov. 28, Feb. 13, March 27, May 29
Series of 5 mini concert-lectures, each dedicated to one prayer.
Chazan Arik will explore the text and sing a few musical
expressions (compositions) of that T’filah with piano
accompaniment.
Light refreshments will be served.
The T’filot that will be covered:
• Mimkomcha
• V’lirushalayim Ircha
• Tachanun
• Hashkiveinu
• Ahavat Olam
Presented by: Cantor Arik Wollheim & Dika DurbuzovicChartoff (Piano)

Summer Kollel
Summer Kollel is Dedicated by Lee Samson

The Beit Midrash comes alive each summer as a cadre of motivated young men and women spend their evenings in Beth
Jacob. Individual and small group sessions are available for
community members young and old to learn a topic of their
choosing. Over the years, hundreds of students have taken
advantage of this program, whether as Kollel fellows, or as
learners. For more information or to set up a chavruta, please
contact Rabbi Posy at rabbiposy@bethjacob.org.

Quotes from this year’s Kollel participants

“This is my second summer doing the Beth Jacob program and both
summers have been amazing experiences. Having each day infused with
Torah makes my summer so much more meaningful. The Kollel also allows
me to connect socially with other guys in a growth environment where I feel
comfortable, but the best part is that I am able to inspire and teach others.”
Samuel-Norman Flicker
“The summer Kollel is a critical platform for our community. It gives
people of all ages and backgrounds the opportunity to learn in an open,
friendly and non-judgmental environment.” Devorah Balakhaneh

“It was such a friendly environment to learn with girls. I enjoyed and
learned a lot with them. Thanks for providing this opportunity.”
Simcha Balakhaneh
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Bat Mitzvah Seminar

Bar Mitzvah Class

Bar Mitzvah Seminar

Coming of Age

A Program for Parents & Sons
To explore this important time in Jewish life

At Beth Jacob
Oct 21 with Rabbi Topp - Becoming a Jewish Adult
Nov 18 with Rabbi Posy- On Shul Life
Dec 16 with Sofer Ronnie Sieger - The Making of Tefillin
Shacharit at 9:00 am | Seminar - 9:30-10:30 am
Breakfast will be served

Program Finale: Jan 13- Laser Tag with Rabbi Topp
For parents and sons who attended 2 out of 3 sessions

Register at RSVP@bethjacob.org or call 310-278-1911
www.bethjacob.org
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Shabbat at Beth Jacob

Shabbat
& Tefillah

Every Shabbat, Beth Jacob transforms into an oasis of
spirituality in a complicated world. Join hundreds of
people of all ages for soulful and uplifting tefillah, followed
by a beautiful kiddush.

Yom Ha’atzmaut at Beth Jacob

Starbucks on Olympic must wonder what incredible business
model we have to bring so many hundreds of people to the
synagogue week after week. Because on Shabbat mornings,
our campus is bustling with adults and children coming
together to pray, learn, grow, connect and celebrate the gift of
being Jewish.
Shabbat morning at Beth Jacob is a positive, warm experience
for all. We offer several minyanim to fit your schedule and
personal tefillah style, all with an ambiance of friendly inclusiveness. Each minyan is filled with spirited prayer, engaging
words of Torah and is followed by a robust kiddush.

Rabbi Topp’s Shabbat morning Parsha class at 8:00 am
Eisenstat Beit Midrash
Grab a coffee and get ready for an exciting exploration into
the portion of the week that takes a fresh look at the text and
commentaries.
Benny’s Minyan at 8:30 am
Eisenstat Beit Midrash
Main Minyan at 9:00 am
Shapell Sanctuary
Young Professionals Minyan at 9:15 am
Bayer Hall
Teen Minyan at 9:30 am
Ives Youth Lounge
Juco at 9:00 am
Schoenfeld Beit Midrash

Hashkama Minyan at 7:10 am
Schoenfeld Beit Midrash
Children enjoying a simcha in Jacob’s Garden (photo taken during the week)
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Tefillah
Tefillah serves as the focal point of our spiritual engagement
at Beth Jacob. As a community, we have always stood for
excellence in Tefillah and that attitude drives all of us from
the Chazan to the Rabbinic Staff to the entire congregation.
Shapell sanctuary reverberates with soulful song and passionate
tefillah week in and week out and comes to its crescendo during
the high holidays when Chazan Arik joins with the Maccabeats
for an unforgettable experience. The energy of these days extends all year round with multiple minyanim around the clock.
If you are looking for a place to elevate your prayer experience
– Beth Jacob is the place for you.
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High

Holidays
Reconnect to Hashem and renew your spirit through
the power of collective prayer and song.

17

High Holiday Insights

High Holiday Insights

Rabbi Posy

Our Rabbis’ tips
on how to get
in the right frame
of mind for the
high holidays

Rabbi Topp

My recommendations for getting in the right frame
of mind for the High Holidays include:
• Read a book on Teshuva such as “On Repentance”- from Rav Soloveitchik, edited by Pinchas Peli.
• Open the Machzor and review the tefillot to
gain a better understanding of these powerful
compositions.
• Attend a Torah class in Shul.
• Extend yourself to someone you may be at odds
with and attempt to make peace and reconcile.
• Invite at least two or three people to your Yom
Tov table who are beyond your circle of family
and friends. This will transform their Yom Tov
and yours!
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I create a spiritual checklist - what have I
accomplished last year in my growth as a Jew
and where can I continue to grow? I look over
the lifecycle events I have joined over the last
year. It is a very powerful experience to reflect on
how the lives of our Shul family members have
changed over the last year and what Rosh Hashanah
will feel like for them. I take a moment to thank
all of the people in my life who have made me
who I am over this year.
Chazan Arik

• Open the Machzor and look at the prayers (feel
free to read the English translation, should that
make the prayer more meaningful to you).
• Find a passage that speaks to you and learn
about it. (Ask Rabbi Google or one of BJC’s
clergy for material).
• Listen to the music accessible by streaming or
downloading from our website: Bethjacob.org.
• Read or listen to a class about Teshuvah.
Rabbi Robbie

I always look at the high holidays as a point of
reflection. It is a time that I take inventory of the
gifts and opportunities afforded to me by the One
Above and think deeply about how I am using
them in service of my unique purpose in this
world. It is a time that I let go of those thoughts
and behaviors that are holding me back and a time
that I choose to recommit myself to living in those
areas that bring me into alignment with the person
I want to be and the values I hold near and dear to
my heart.

Rabbi Posy

What do our
Rabbis hope to
get out of their
high holiday
davening?

I gain inspiration from seeing all of our members
and guests go through a purely spiritual experience together. That image of all of us “B’yachad”
(together) sustains me throughout the year as I
know that we can rise to any challenge when we
live with the unity that the High Holiday’s
Tefillot bring out in us.

Chazan Arik

The High Holiday davening should help one’s
process of Teshuvah and set off the new year to a
good start. It is an opportunity to appreciate the
blessings in one’s life, to seek opportunities which
get you closer to G-d, introspect, quarrel with challenges and make new resolutions. Our Tefilah can
be the setting or the background for that process.
The melodies and harmonies will inspire our collective singing and will convert thoughts to actions.
Rabbi Robbie

Rabbi Topp

Aside from the general hope to receive a ketivah
v’chatimah tovah, I look to reconnect with
Hashem, renew my spirit, and receive inspiration
to resolve to grow this coming year. It’s an added
bonus if my sermons hit the mark with at least a
few members.

During my high holiday davening I strive to connect with that part of myself that is still idealistic,
authentic, unselfish and altruistic. It is that ever-present part of myself that I consider to be my
better self. When I engage in the beautiful teffiliot
and melodies through that paradigm I feel such a
deep personal connection to the prayers and to the
congregation with whom I am blessed to journey
forward together.
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Chazan Arik & The Maccabeats

Join us in Shapell Sanctuary for a unique High Holiday
(Tefillah) experience. Chazan Arik, accompanied by the most
celebrated Jewish acapella group “The Maccabeats” once again
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lead us in prayer and song as we welcome the new year.
Elevate your Tefillah with kavanah, spirit and music that will
last for the entire year.
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Chanukah Latke Party at The Topps

Community
Being a part of Beth Jacob means you are part of a family.
It’s your home away from home, in which each person
matters and is cared for. At Beth Jacob, we are all in it together.
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Nexus Mentorship Program

Doni Schwartz talks to a group of Nexus participants

The Beth Jacob Nexus Program is a unique mentorship
program which started in February 2018. This program is
geared to enhance Beth Jacob members’ professional careers
and unite the many minyanim that Beth Jacob offers. It was
started by member David Slomovic and Doni Schwartz, who
did not expect this program to grow as fast and as big as it has
to date. In only six months, there are over 160 members in
the program and growing, with four successful and amazing
events under our belt! Three Nexus participants have already
found jobs through this program, mentees are following their
mentor’s advice whether to gain advanced degrees or how to
build their business and many have already developed bonds
and friendships that will last a lifetime. We are truly excited
and inspired by the immediate success of this program and
plan on keeping up the momentum.
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David Slomovic meets with Debra Melamed

An example of the type of event we host is the Nexus Speed
Networking Event that took place in May. The Nexus Speed
Networking works a lot like ‘Speed Dating’ without the
‘Dating’. This was a structured opportunity to meet accomplished professionals face-to-face, one business professional at
a time. Whether you are an entrepreneur, small business owner, legal or medical professional, in the finance, real estate or
entertainment industry, this event offered the perfect setting
to expand your business, social or enterprise contacts.
Based on popular demand, we have recently uncapped the program and plan on bringing in 40 more mentees and mentors.
If you’re interested in joining, please either call the Shul or
contact the Nexus Program directly at nexusproject365@gmail.com.
- Doni Schwartz

Speed Networking Event
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Sisterhood

Sisterhood had several successful and well attended programs
this past year:
We started the year off with a night at the Hollywood Bowl
in July.
In September we had our annual pre-Rosh Hashanah
Brunch with Chazan Arik reviewing our favorite tefilot
melodies and Rabbi Adir Posy presenting a Dvar Torah.
On October 30th, many of us attended the Israel Philharmonic concert at the Disney Concert Hall (Thank you
Danielle Spivak!)
In November, we brunched and commemorated
Kristallnacht with a film and discussion.

On the Shabbat before New Years Eve, the eminent historian,
Dr. Michael Berenbaum was our guest speaker commemorating the 100th anniversary of the Balfour Declaration.
He was a wonderful speaker and almost 200 people attended.
Many of our sisterhood members volunteered their time to
make this year’s blood drive in February the most successful
one ever. Thank you.
It has been an honor and a pleasure being sisterhood
president for the past 4 years. Aviva Tivon will be my able
successor.
- Shelley Weinstock

We are very excited to start a new club exclusively for
women, expanding the traditional Sisterhood. We are calling it Jacob's Daughters Club (JDC). In Judaism, we
believe that women are gifted with extra binah, intuition
and intelligence, making us strong leaders in our communities. Our mission is to explore and support female
empowerment in women of all ages.
Our focus will be supporting strength, health and wellness,
and the unique culture of our community. A sneak peek
at upcoming programming includes: Krav Maga classes,
healthy cooking tutorials & talks led by experts on mental
health and wellness. We will learn how to mitigate our
stress and how to use the Torah as a guide to health and
happiness!
I can’t wait to share these meaningful experiences with the
powerful women of Beth Jacob Congregation!
To Your Strength, Health & Wellness!
- Aviva Tivon

On December 13th, we had our annual Chanukah luncheon in memory of my mom, Esther G. Wachtel, z”l. We
were also given a special performance by the kindergarten
downstairs. We sang and danced. A fun time was had by all.
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Blood Drive

Men’s Club

Shelley and Steve Weinstock once again organized our successful Annual Blood Drive on
Sunday 11th February 2018, marking the 12th
year of this important volunteer effort at Beth
Jacob. Working with Veronica Bauer of Cedars-Sinai’s Blood Donor Services, 137 useable
units of blood were collected. Thank you to all
the generous blood donors as well as our incredible group of volunteers. Each pint of blood
can save as many as 3 people’s lives. Over 4.5
million Americans would die each year without
life saving transfusions. Yosher Koach to all
involved.

It has been another great year for The
Men’s Club at Beth Jacob. From cigar
shiurim with favorite Rabbis to a great
turn out at the annual Dodgers Jewish
Community Day. The BJC Men’s Club
was active this year in organizing events,
welcoming new members, and growing
our presence in the community.
We had a number of events, most notably the annual Super Bowl party, where
we saw the Philadelphia Eagles defeat
the New England Patriots. What a game
it was, and a great time was had by all
watching it with close friends and Beth
Jacob family.
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We anticipate that this coming year will
be the best yet, with many new activities
planned. We are looking into a group
day at the Porsche test track in the
South Bay, a private tour of the Petersen
Museum vaults, dinner at Tierra Sur,
and many other exciting ideas.
We welcome any and all new members
and look forward to creating memories
with our old and new Men’s Club
friends.
- Scott Arnold
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Book Club

We did it again! We broke all previous records for Mishloach
Manot sales - THANK YOU to everyone who participated
and put time and energy into packing and delivering these
wonderful bags. This past year, our theme was “A Spiritual
Journey with Beth Jacob.” Our travel themed bags were filled
with goodies to keep you well fed on your journey, including
Cheeze-its, Olives, Popcorn, Sour Punch, Junior Mints and
Tic Tacs (to keep your breath minty fresh) as well as cookies from Schwartz Bakery, dried fruit from Pats Catering &
Restaurant and Bissli from Livonia Glatt Market & Nuts &

Mishloach Manot

More - many thanks to our donors! We also kept you comfy and
entertained by providing neck pillows, doodle books, toothbrushes and kleenex. A final and most important thank you
to Vivian Berger who continues to amaze everyone with her
poetry genius and creativity - a million hugs to you, Vivian!
If you would like to get involved in any way with Mishloach
Manot, please contact Robyn in the office. We welcome any
and all volunteers.

Shabbaton in Running Springs
The Shabbaton this past April was once again an overwhelming
success! It was enjoyed by young and old alike. The weekend
included a busy schedule filled with youth programs, adult
programs, and family activities from Friday afternoon and
continuing through Sunday lunch. Empty nesters and families davened, learned and engaged in fun-filled games together, which served to happily connect our diverse Beth Jacob
Community.
Friday afternoon began with arts and crafts, challah baking
and sports fields open for all to play. After Shabbat dinner,
while youngsters had night programming, adults enjoyed an
evening of wine and scotch tasting and song. We davened
Shabbat morning surrounded by trees in the outdoor shul.
A delicious cholent cook-off highlighted the kiddush that
followed. Shabbat shiurim by community members, a scavenger hunt, and a “Have You Ever” mixer game were some of
activities that filled Shabbat afternoon. A warm, melodious
havdallah was followed by raucous laughter as adults played
Panoply and kids played Minute To Win It. Sunday activities
included zip-lining, wall climbing, archery, a guided hike, arts
and crafts, and a tennis tournament. No wonder everyone had
such a good time!
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Although many of the activities took place on Shabbat, here
are some memorable moments that we were able to capture.
We are already looking forward with excitement to next year’s
Shabbaton!
- Natalie Gerber

Book Club

Book Club

- All Who Go Do Not Return by Shulem Deen
- Love and Treasure by Ayelet Waldman
- Forest Dark by Nicole Krauss

We had a wonderful year of reading, which included the
following books:
- Day and Night by Anita Diamant
- What We Talk About When We Talk About Anne Frank
by Nathan Englander
- Turbulent Souls by Stephen Dubner
- The Books of Rachel by Joel Gross
- The Ladies Auxiliary by Tova Mirvis

Some of these are fiction, some memoirs and others are
historic novels. The members of the book club take turns
suggesting books and leading the discussions. We examine
the challenges the characters face and how they meet those
challenges. The stories take place in a variety of places, times
and cultures, so we see life through the lens of Jews living in
similar and vastly different situations from our own.
Does this sound interesting to you? Please join us, we would
love to welcome new members. Please contact Stefanie or
Harry Feld at HarryFeld@verizon.net or at 917-363-0190.
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Areivim

Beth Jacob Babies

Baby Name
Parents Name

Baby Name
Parents Name

Baby Name
Parents Name

Areivim

Dedicated in Memory of Estelle & Sam Samson z”l
by their loving children David, Allen and Lawrence Samson
As a community, what sets us apart is our care and concern
for one another not only in the best of times, but in difficult
moments as well. Our community comes together to take care
of each other like family. Whether through visitations in the
hospital or at home, preparation of meals or assistance with
other issues during illness, being part of the Beth Jacob family means that you will be surrounded by a community that
truly cares about you.

Caring for Our Community

Kol Yisrael Areivim Zeh Ba Zeh. We are all responsible for
one another. Below is a list of all aspects of our Areivim Committee which provides support and a helping hand for those
within our shul community.

Shalom Aleichem Team

Our Shalom Aleichem team ensures that newcomers to our
shul receive a friendly greeting. If you would like to volunteer
to greet shul guests on Shabbat morning, please contact
Rabbi Topp at Rabbitopp@bethjacob.org.

Shabbat Hospitality

If you would like to host a shul member or visitor for a
Shabbat meal, please contact the front desk at frontdesk@
bethjacob.org
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Shiva Support, Fruit Platters, and Meals
for the Bereaved

If you would like to volunteer to provide a meal, please contact Myra Monk at myra.monk@gmail.com, Marcie Meier at
marciemeier78@gmail.com, Phyllis Katzin at pjkatzin@gmail.
com or Marlene Schaechter at shekter@aol.com

Fruit Platters and Support for Parents of
Newborns

If you would like to get involved, contact Rachel Kessler at
rachelkkessler@gmail.com

Chevra Kadisha

Shul volunteers engage in Chesed Shel Emet. For women’s
taharot: contact Myra Monk at myra.monk@gmail.com. For
men’s taharot: contact Benny Adler at badler222@gmail.com.

Bikur Cholim

If you or someone you know is unfortunately ill or homebound, or if you want to participate in the mitzvah of
Bikur Cholim, please email Adele Goldsmith at
adelegoldsmith@gmail.com.

New Members
As we enter another exciting new year, it’s wonderful to look back
at the growth we have had during this past one. The year 5778 has
been a fantastic one for the Beth Jacob family thanks in large part
to our dynamic new members. Both singles and couples, young and
less young, have joined the shul in the last year and have already
been making an impact through their creative ideas and dedication
to Judaism.
In the last two years as the VP of membership, it’s been amazing
to see the leadership roles that first year and now second year new
members have been taking in the shul, often times inviting friends
to shul who eventually become members. The growing commitment of these new members is helping make Beth Jacob the best
it’s ever been.

dropping off the new member welcome gifts, while other times I
have been able to meet you in shul. Regardless, the relationships
I have made with the new members and the relationships the current members have made with the new members are truly meaningful and special.
I look forward to continuing to grow these relationships over the
years as we all become integral parts of the Beth Jacob family and
larger Jewish community.
- Ari Shandling
Vice President of Membership

It has been and continues to be my pleasure to act as the VP of
Membership, getting to know all the new members personally.
Many times I have met the new members for the first time while
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Save the Date
Be Jacob Gala

v ”c

Gala 2018

FOR TH E

SUNDAY, MARCH 11, 2018 AT 5:00 PM
SINAI TEMPLE
HONORING:

J A C K F EN IG S T E I N
LEADERSHI P AWA R D

L AUR EN A N D D A N I E L PA C KE R
D OR C HAD ASH

ADELE A N D M A RV IN G OL DSM I T H
KETER S HE M TO V

SHEL L E Y AND S T E VE N WE I NSTOC K, GAL A C H AIRS

Baby Name
Parents Name

Baby Name
Parents Name

Baby Name
Parents Name
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Gala
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Book Club

Young

Professionals
Our YP program is not only the talk of LA
but has an international reputation for innovative and
exciting programming for couples and singles in their
20’s and 30’s.

Young Professionals

The Young Professional community within Beth Jacob has
enriched the lives of so many, especially my own! I am so proud
to join Rabbi Topp and Rabbi Posy in leading our ever growing
young professional community on our shared journey of learning,
growing, and engaging the world around us through our Judaism
and Torah values. I love the warm and welcoming environment
fostered at our Shabbat morning minyan, Friday Night Inspires,
Conversations, and weekly Life Goals Torah shiur. At the Young
Professionals we have adopted the motto, “When you are here,
you are family”!
- Rabbi Robbie

YP Minyan
On Shabbat morning, the place for a young professional to
be is Beth Jacob. With a large, vibrant crowd, an uplifting
davening (Shacharit begins at 9:15 am) and a tasty Kiddush,
our YP Minyan brings together young Jewish adults to create
a beautiful sense of community. See your friends and make
new ones. Enjoy the friendly, inclusive atmosphere. Pray with
us and grow with us at our YP Minyan.

Life Goals
Life Goals are those big things we aspire to accomplish in life
such as getting married, having a family, starting our own
business or traveling the globe. Join YP on Thursday nights as
we journey forward together to infuse those life goals with the
clarity, purpose and joy of our Judaism and Torah!
Life Goals will meet at various locations (restaurants, backyard
fire pits, rooftops, etc) to keep the venue fresh and engaging
while providing meaningful connection, insights and inspiration.
Think of Life Goals as your North Star on your journey towards
a meaningful life! Location Provided Upon RSVP to frontdesk@
bethjacob.org

ReNew
Rosh Chodesh is a time for spiritual ReNewal! As we celebrate
the energy of a new month, we are reminded that as the moon
waxes and wanes, so do our relationships. Join YP every
Rosh Chodesh in ReNewing and energizing our relationships
through exciting and interesting YP excursions! It’s a great
time to take your spouse or significant other on a fun and
uplifting “YP Date Night”!
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Book
Club
Friday
Night Dinners & Inspire
Friday Night Dinners - Dedicated by Barbara and
Alan Gindi in Memory of Gary Weiner z”l
Beth Jacob Young Professionals is distinguished by our fantastic Friday Night Dinners. Beth Jacob hosts over 100 young
Jewish adults in their 20’s and 30’s at these bi-monthly Shabbat dinners. The night begins with uplifting davening followed
by a cocktail hour which gives everyone an opportunity to introduce themselves to one another. We invite thought-provoking guest speakers the YP crowd can relate to and learn from
including young Israel advocates, psychotherapists discussing
today’s dating issues, and famous Jewish celebrities sharing
their success stories.
While Beth Jacob is a Modern Orthodox synagogue, adhering
to all the Shabbat observances and dietary laws, the dinner is
open to those of all levels of observance. The dinners attract
both singles and couples, and so far we have eight couples
who met at the dinners and are happily married today. We
asked guests who have attended a Beth Jacob dinner to share
their impressions. The overwhelming response was “I felt very
welcome.” Our guests feel part of the community and that
is rewarding to us--creating a home away from home at Beth
Jacob.
- Tal Tivon
YP Leadership

Friday Night inspire

Since its inception, the YP Friday Night Inspire has brought
hundreds of people together for a warm and uplifting Kabbalat Shabbat experience. Held in member’s apartments, homes,
and also at Beth Jacob, each Friday Night Inspire is led by a
different chazan, includes a brief drash, and is often followed
by Kiddush with refreshments and snacks. I helped create it
in 2015 as a way to honor my late brother, Aaron, and since
then the response has been incredible, with more people than
I can count asking me when is the next Friday Night Inspire.
- Jared Sichel.

Upcoming Friday Night Dinners

•
•
•
•
•
•

September 28th (Game night in the Sukkah)
October 26th (Farewell Summer Nights – in the garden)
December 7th (Chanukah)
February 15th (Moroccan Nights)
April 5th - Stay Tuned!
May 31st - Stay Tuned!

Conversations
Beth Jacob Young Professionals presents

Conversations
over Wine & CheesE

Interested in exploring how the beauty of our tradition can
bring meaning to your busy modern lives?
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YP Chanukah Party

Looking for a relaxed atmosphere to meet friends?
This exciting program is led by Rabbi Topp. It meets monthly
on Monday evenings and brings together young professionals
over wine and cheese to learn, laugh and connect.
Stay tuned for the upcoming dates of Conversations.
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Youth

& Teens

Youth and teen programming is the foundation of what
makes our community unique. Our youth leaders pride
themselves on making Shul a fun, exciting and inspiring
place to be.

Kestenbaum Family Youth Department
Kestenbaum Family Youth Department is the destination for
fun educational activities for the entire family on Shabbat, Yomim
Tovim, and year round. Youth Groups and JUCO are the only
place a child will want to be on Shabbat and Yomim Tovim.
Children are engaged in an environment that fosters a sense
of fun and enjoyment for Judaism and shul life. Coming to
shul is a positive experience where the children want to participate and not miss even one moment.
All our staff are CPR and First Aid trained. Our staff are
also trained in child safety and protection, security and safety
procedures. Our staff receive ongoing staff development in
the areas of child development and care as well as how to
make each moment educational and fun. Our Tefilla component uses the Koren Children’s and Youth Siddur which is
designed to make tefilla meaningful and inspirational. The
Tefilla melodies are chosen by our very own Chazan Wollheim
to make our Tefilla one that is lively and exciting.

SPARK is one of our signature programs geared towards creating an engaging intergenerational Tefilla experience.
Turn Shabbat morning into an exciting bonding experience
for parents and children that is fun, engaging and creates
memories for a lifetime. Join us for services in Shapell Sanctuary, daven together, play Parsha “trivia,” win prizes, and
celebrate your accomplishments at a Siyum this spring!
See flyer for the schedule of SPARK Shabbatot this coming
year.
The next page will showcase what we have planned for you
this year. Looking forward to experiencing Judaism together.
- Rabbi Eli Broner

Our Shabbat morning groups run from 9:00 am until shul
is over around 11:45 am. Groups are divided by age 0-2, 2-3,
4-6, 7-9, JUCO 8-12. Each group has age appropriate toys and
games, story-time, Tefilla, Parasha, outdoor activities, snack
time, Mitzvah money, raffles, and prizes.
Our groups for the Chagim also include special baking activities and holiday related games designed to enhance the chag
experience.
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Youth Holidays
Tishrei Carnival and Shofar Factory

August 26th 10:00 AM-1:00 PM
Beth Jacob Youth Kickoff Event
• Carnival games to be created by our JUCO department.
Crafts, Food and Prizes. Cost $20 per child, $60 cap per family

Rosh Hashana

September 10/11 8:00 AM until conclusion of davening
• Baking cakes and goodies | Youth Machzor | Lion Heart
coaches leading outdoor activities | Games | Babysitters |
Stories and competitions

Yom Kippur

September 18/19 6:30-9:30 PM on YK evening
8:30 AM- 3:00 PM and 4:45 PM until end of fast on YK day
Kid Nidrei 7:30 PM - 8:30 PM
• Youth Machzor Babysitters | Lion Heart coaches leading
outdoor activities | Special raffles and prizes
Children on Bima for Shofar

Sukkah Decoration Party

September 23rd 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
• Decorate our Beth Jacob Sukkah | Wacky sukkah contest | Pizza
Lunch | Crafts and Games
Cost $10 Members, $30 family cap for members, $15 non
members, $50 family cap non members
Event sponsorship available $100 includes free admission
for children in family

Chanukah Chesed event

December 2 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM
• Original Sevivon contest | Sevivon hunt and prize auction |
• Choose your Sufganiyot filling
Cost $10 Members, $40 family cap for members, $15 non members, $50 family cap non members
Event sponsorship available $100 includes free admission for
children in family

Havdalah Hotdogs and a Movie

January 12 6:30 - 8:30 PM
• Havdalah | Hot dogs | Movie
Cost $10 Members, $40 family cap for members, $15 non members,
$50 family cap non members

Youth Holidays
Pre Purim Chesed Event

March 3 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM Jacobs Garden
• Join a local Chesed organization in preparing for Purim LunchCost $10 Members, $40 family cap for members, $15 non members,
$50 family cap non members Event sponsorship available $100
includes free admission for children in family

Purim Extravaganza

March 20 8:15 - 10:00 PM
Maariv is 7:30 PM Megilla at 7:40 PM
• Food | Prizes | Entertainment

LA Zoo Torah Tour

Sunday morning, October 14th at 9:30 AM
• On the day following Parshat Noach, families are invited to join
Avram Mandell on a guided tour of the LA Zoo. Fun activities
that focus on kashrut, shofarot, treatment of animals, the Noah
story and more. Sponsored by Natalie and Jonathan Gerber

Waffle Party with Rabbi Topp - Back by popular demand
Sunday morning, November 11 at 9:30 AM
• For 2nd-6th grade. All those who’ve attended either JUCO
or other Shul Group, 3 out of 4 shabbatot from Lech Lecha
through Toldot are invited to attend. Make your own Belgian
waffles and learn Torah with our Rabbi
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April 17 10:45 AM - 3:00 PM

Pesach

April 20, 21, 26, & 27
• Exciting activities and contests

JUCO Lag B’Omer

May 23 5:00 - 7:00 PM
• Hot dogs | S’mores | Lag B’Omer entertainment
Cost $10 Members, $40 family cap for members, $15 non members,
$50 family cap non members. Event sponsorship available $100
includes free admission for children in family

Shavuot

Tu B’shvat Family Hike and Fruit Extravaganza

June 9 - 10

•

January 13
• Tu B’shvat activities and games | Special Fruits of Israel Dessert

Childrens Chesed event at the
Beth Jacob Blood drive

Special Baking Activities and Ice Cream | Special Learning
Childrens Aseret Hadibrote reading

Family Water Fun Day

June 23

February 10th 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
• Chesed event in conjunction with Blood Drive

•

Jacobs Garden | Parent child Games | Pizza Picnic

Cool Happenings

Sukkot / Simchat Torah

September 24th, 25th October 2nd, 3rd
• Baking activities | Ice cream | Special prizes | Games | Stories
and contests
Simchat Torah Night - October 1, 5:30 PM
• Exciting Entertainer | Story | Parent - Child Hakafot Treats
Boxed Dinner | Candy Extravaganza
Simchat Torah Day - October 2
• Children’s dancing and grand kol hanearim

Pre Pesach Mulligans Trip

Mitzvah Store Dates

Bring your Mitzvah dollars
and buy yourself a nice
prize from our store.

August 25
September 29
October 27
November 24
December 29
January 26
February 23
March 30
April 27
May 25
June 29
July 27

Circle Time with
Morah Talia
Hands on Sensory Experience,
Tefilah, Dramatic Play,
Story Time, Puppets, Song and
Movement.

0-2 yrs 10:30 am
2-3 yrs 10:00 am

Look for Morah Talia on these dates:
August 25th | September 22nd | October 27th | November 17th
December 22nd | January 12th | February 9 | March 23 | April 13
May 4th | June 1st | July 13th | August 10th
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Weekly Youth Group Schedule
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Waffle Party
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SPARK

Purim Party

Upcoming Spark Shabbatot:

Aug 25 | Sept 22 | Oct 27 | Nov 17 | Dec 22 | Feb 9 | March 23
April 13 | May 4th | June 1st Lunch Siyum
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Decorating the Sukkah

Teen
have given us the opportunity to be a part of it and it is something that brings a lot of exciting Hitchadshut, renewal to our
lives. On behalf of the whole Tsaidi Mishpacha we would like
to say thank you to the whole community for bringing us in
with so much warmth and love.
With G-d’s help, and the star filled BJC staff, I look forward
to working on the dreams and goals our teens have. Every
Shabbat, at 9:30am, we will start with the number one goal of
connecting to our Creator, and will follow up with off-the-wall
Kiddushes at Beth Jacob or at the Tsaidi residence, where there
will be an energy filled with Torah, cholent and great food,
some good schmoozing, and some old school tishing.
In addition to Shabbat, I would like to meet with all our teens
whether it’s during Saturday night basketball, Thursday Night
Limud Torah, a Beth Jacob Shabbaton or trip, or just taking
teens to lunch or dinner.
Again, we thank Kehilat Beth Jacob for all the warmth and
can’t wait to reciprocate it all back.
With Much Gratitude,
Yagil, Carolyn, and Levi Yitzchak Yigal Tsaidi
Shalom Aleichem Kehilat Beit Yaakov,
I cannot express the amount of Hakarat Hatov, gratitude, my
wife, Carolyn, and son, Levi Yitzchak Yigal, have towards this
special Kehilah who have accepted us so graciously. There is
clearly something special within the Beth Jacob congregation to
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f

Jacob's Garden

					
Bayer Hall

Creating a truly memorable simcha
For more info, contact Robyn at 310-278-1911

Creating a Truly Memorable Outdoor Simcha
To book this one-of-a-kind event space, call Robyn 310-278-1911
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Celebrate Israel Festival

Israel
As proud and passionate Zionists, the security of Israel
is our constant concern and helping Israel thrive is our
constant responsibility and privilege.

Beth Jacob understands our sacred responsibility as a community to stand shoulder to shoulder with Israel. This includes
smart and bold political activism, crucial projects building
Israel’s infrastructure, shaping Jewish life in the Golan
Heights, bringing groups for memorable trips to Israel and
so much more. Beth Jacob serves as a role model for how a
diaspora community can impact our beloved homeland.

Celebrate Israel Festival

The 2018 Celebrate Walk for Israel was a huge success! Year
after year Beth Jacob congregants come to Rancho Park with
their friends and family to show their support for Israel. This
year, we joined the rest of the LA community on a fun-filled
walk along Pico where we waved Israeli flags, sang Israeli
songs and danced in the street! Beth Jacob members looked
great in their BJC T-Shirts that highlighted Israel’s 70th
birthday! Every year, Beth Jacob is known for bringing one of
the largest groups to the Walk for Israel. It’s a special event
to be a part of and it really highlights the deep support our
congregation has for the State of Israel. Am Yisrael Chai!
- Anna Schiff

Friends of Israel Committee

The Friends of Israel Committee was created by Beth Jacob
members to secure bipartisan support for Israel in the U.S.
Senate and House of Representatives. Through regular meetings with senators and congressmen, the committee fosters
understanding of the issues most important to Israel among
those who have the power to make a difference. Involvement
in the Friends of Israel Committee allows members to advocate
for Israel in a forum that leads to proven results in Congress,
and to stay informed on the political process in real time. For
more information, contact Marc Rohatiner at
mrohatiner@wrslawyers.com.
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Celebrate Israel Festival
Israel

AIPAC

AIPAC

AIPAC Policy Conference 2018 was held March 4-6 at the
Washington Convention Center and was attended by an awe
inspiring 18,000 people (Chai X 1000). There were many
sessions on the myriad issues involving Israel – Middle East
politics, Israeli politics, American politics and foreign policy,
Israeli innovation and technology in agriculture and medicine,
and even on using clowns in providing medical care.
The theme of this year’s conference was “Choose to Lead”.
The conference demonstrated how Israel leads the world in
technology and in being a first responder to global disasters.
We also learned about individuals who choose to lead by
standing up for Israel in their communities.
AIPAC showcased it’s bipartisan approach to fostering the
US-Israel relationship. The speakers came from all across the
political spectrum. Democrats and Republicans repeated the
importance of the US-Israel relationship. There were sessions
on progressive support for Israel and on fundamentalist Christian support for Israel.
An interesting twist on the importance of Israel was the
presentation at the AIPAC Village of Israeli innovations and
technology, and their contributions to the world’s prosperity,
health, and environment. As Prime Minister Netanyahu
demonstrated during his Ted-talk style presentation, the world
needs Israel because Israel is at the forefront of technology in
numerous industries. Walking around the Convention Center
stage, he pointed to graphs and charts showing Israel’s explosive
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growth in global technological trade. He also illustrated how
Israel is a light unto other nations in its constant endeavors to
assist other nations when they experience natural disasters.
A historical moment occurred at the Conference when the
President of Guatemala declared that Guatemala plans to
move its Israeli embassy to Jerusalem on May 16, 2018, two
days after the United States plans its embassy move. UN
Ambassador Nikki Haley powerfully stated that the United
States will no longer tolerate other nations bullying Israel at
the UN. Vice President Pence pronounced strong support for
Israel.
During his speech, Prime Minister Netanyahu explained that
despite all the progress Israel has made in trade and diplomacy, the looming specter of Iran and the tyranny and terror
that it spawns pose an enormous challenge to Israel and its
Arab neighbors.
After the Prime Minister’s speech, the 18,000 delegates
dispersed to Capitol Hill to their assigned lobbying groups.
AIPAC had arranged for lobbying appointments with every
member of Congress and every Senator. Participating in the
lobbying appointments gave all the AIPAC delegates an opportunity to proactively contribute to strengthening the US-Israel
relationship.
- Michele Poltorak & Michele Weiss
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Life

& times
Beth Jacob will be there for you to
help celebrate your smachot and
support you through your tough times.

Graduates - You make us proud!
Lauren Ashkenazi - Beverly Hills High School

Jesse Orenshein - Cal State-Northridge

Kevin Birnbaum - Berkley – Master’s in Data Science

Moriah Pretsky - De Toledo High School

Susie Margery Blum - The Moriah School in Englewood

Renana Regev - Hillel

Elliot Broumandi - Beverly Vista – Kindergarden

Jordan Resin - Milken Community High School

Adam Deutsch - NYU Law School

Dahlia Rimmon - Long Beach State – Masters in Dietetics

Hannah-Leeba Ellenhorn - UC Santa Barbra

Nava Rimmon - UCLA School of Nursing

Jordan Fields - Shalhevet High School

Naomi Rose - Alice and Nahum Lainer School

Yitzy Frankel - YU’s Katz School – MS in Marketing

Atara Samson - Hillel
Hava Samson - Cal State-Northridge – BA in Child & Adolescent
Development

Eitan Gelb - Maimonides
Leia Gluckman - Beverly Vista Middle School
Yardena Samson Goldstein - Yeshiva University, Stern College
for Women – BA in Psychology

Arnold Schlacht - Hillel
Tali Schlacht - Shalhevet High School

Joshua Hernstad - Beverly Vista

Daniel Sentchuk - Hillel
Dalia Sieger - Yeshiva University, Stern College for Women –
BS in Biology

Avery Hyman - SAR Academy

Tali Sims - Westwood Charter School – 5th Grade

Eitan Klein - Maimonides

Elon Schmidt-Swartz - Princeton University Summa Cum Laude

Yosef Levi - Hillel

Rachelli Topp - Stern College

Natan David Levi - Hillel

Jesse Weinberg - YULA

Amanda Melamed - Shalhevet High School

Ariella Sieger Weinstein - NYU Steinhardt School – Masters

Andrew Melamed - Hillel

in Clinical Nutrition

Jessica Melamed - Hillel

Jacob Weiss - Arete Preparatory Academy

Samson Mintz - YULA

Adena Winter - Bais Yaakov

Michael Nagel - Maimonides

Catalina Wiseman - Harkham GAON

Noam Greenfield - Champs High School

Leah Nemzow - University of Miami – PHD in Molecular Biology
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Mazel Tov to all our Chatanim & Kallot

Doreen & Daniel Tenenblatt

Merav & Joshua Feder

Elanit Wiener & Mendy Millman

Julia & Yosef Friedenberg
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Dani & Michael Levine

Ariela & Jonathan Steinberg

Deena & Jonathan Westfield

Ruth & Jason Sorger
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Mazel Tov to our Bar Mitzvah Boys

Andrew Petlak

Aaron Schlacht

Jack Metzger
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Sam Graber

Moshe Unterman

Aviel Parente

Judah B. Pardau

Avraham Zev Kalinsky

Elijah Stern

Avi Halpert

Noam Goldberg

Joshua Muller

Reuven Feinstein

Elliot Serure

Yonatan Mark
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Mazel Tov to our Bat Mitzvah Girls

Nava Gelb

Mothers and Daughters
Bond, have fun and learn together as you prepare to celebrate
your milestone!
In ten sessions, led by Rebbetzin Jordana Topp, 5th and 6th
grade girls study the extraordinary impact of Jewish women
throughout the ages, from matriarchs to modern day leaders.
This fun-filled, hands-on, meaningful seminar connects bat
mitzvah girls and their mothers to the chain across the generations through text study, drama, art and music. See flyer in
Learn With Us section for dates and more info.

Rivka Gordimer
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Olivia Orbuch

Avigayil Dulitz

Tamar Scheinfeld
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Mazel Tov - Beth Jacob Babies

Mazel Tov - Beth Jacob Babies

Welcome to the

Family

Donald Etra

Proud Parents: Dani & Harry Etra
Proud Grandmother: Paula Etra

Emma Leah Perles

Proud Parents: Naomi & Shlomo Perles
Proud Grandparents: Ethel & Cantor
Yossi Perles

Maya Rebecca Raziel

Proud Parents: Nava & Amitai Raziel
Proud Grandparents: Mary & Aric Streit

Erin Rebecca Streit

Proud Parents: Marissa & Noah Streit
Proud Grandparents: Mary & Aric Streit

Grace Shainberg

Proud Parents: Maytal & David Shainberg
Proud Grandparents: Celia & Mark Shainberg

Adir Delshad

Proud Parents: Iris & Eddie Delshad

Yehuda Aryeh Leib Adler
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Proud Parents: Nina & Asher Adler
Proud Grandparents: Audrey & Benny Adler
Lesley & Brian Kleinman

Harper Rae Schlussel

Proud Parents: Eden & Moshe Schlussel
Proud Grandparents: Judy & Nussan Schlussel
Proud Great Grandparents : Perla & Ben Mark
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Mazel Tov - Beth Jacob Babies

Aliyah Sara Mellon

Proud Parents: Odeliah & Geoffrey Mellon
Proud Grandparents: Dr. Chavee Lerer & Vic Mellon

Abby Jane Schwartz

Proud Parents: Ashley & Doni Schwartz

Akiva Shulkes
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Yosef Tzion Shore

Proud Parents: Neelie & Neuriel Shore

Proud Parents: Rachel & Rabbi Sandor Shulkes

Oliver Finn Kamelgard

Proud Parents: Danielle & Barak Kamelgard
Proud Grandfather: Joseph Kamelgard

Esther Hanna Zohar Spielberg
Proud Grandparents: Carmelith & Allan Arfa

Slone Faye Davis

Proud Parents: Jillian & Steven Davis

Shifra Emuna Frankel

Proud Parents: Esther & Yitzy Frankel

Ayla Hadar Engelhart

Adi Malka Kandel

Proud Parents: Chava & Doni Kandel
Proud Grandparents: Judy & Allen Kandel

Yedidah Melamed

Proud Parents: Liz & Donni Engelhart
Proud Grandparents: Marcia & Bernie Melamed
Proud Grandparents: Debbie & Steve Shrier
Proud Great Grandparents: Vivian & Irving Berger

Talia Rose Packer

Proud Parents: Lauren & Daniel Packer
Proud Grandparents: Rachelle & Mark Berger

Proud Great Grandparents: Vivian & Irving Berger

Aharon Adler

Proud Parents: Nava & Rabbi Moshe Adler
Proud Grandparents: Audrey & Benny Adler

Bea Bremner

Proud Parents: Sarah & Chris Bremner

Georgia Gipsman

Proud Parents: Giuliette & Aaron Gipsman

Ivy Sophia Katz

Proud Parents: Jillian & Aryeh Katz

Asher Benjamin Klitofsky
Proud Parents: Lauren & Wayne Klitofsky

Layla Nurit Cole

Proud Parents: Tali & Eli Cole
Proud Grandparents: Judy & Allan Kandel

Naomi Garfinkel

Proud Parents: Sarah & Chaim Garfinkel
Proud Grandparents: Marlyn & Joseph Garfinkel
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Remembering our Dearly Departed z”l
2017

Myrtle Esther Ashkenazi z”l

Sybil Shapiro z”l

Edward Bennett z”l

Dolores Simon z”l

Edward Blau z”l

Olga Simon z”l

Leila Dardick z”l

Meir Sobol z”l

Lenny Dreyer z”l
Hilda Eisen z”l
Malka (Moli) Epstein z”l
Donald Etra z”l
Cyril Fisher z”l

Marshall ben Beryl z”l
Tziporah Stromberg z”l
AdelineTenenbaum z”l
Dr. Mark Wainberg z”l

Freda Frankel z”l

Monroe “Whitey” Weinstock z”l

Paul Friedman z”l

Sadie Weiss z”l

Linda Grose z”l

Miriam Yardeni z”l

Ben Grossman z”l

Helen Yellin z”l

Mildred Hellerstein z”l

Dr. Edwin Zalis z”l

Czarna Herbst z”l
Saul Hershenov z”l
Phyllis Herskovitz z”l
Mary Ishakis z”l
Sol Jacob z”l
Nathan Joffe z”l
Jim Johnson z”l
Jan Kepes z”l
Earl Korchak z”l
Rosina Korda z”l
Adam Krief z”l
Janie Lipman z”l
Dr. Leonard Lipton z”l
Morris Loboda z”l
Robert Nick z”l
Seymour Oberman z”l
Leonard Pearlman, z”l
Renee Petlak z”l
Rachel Pietruszka z”l
Miriam Salzberg z”l
Kenneth Schmidt z”l
Mitchell Schoen z”l

2018

(Jan. 1 to present)
Fay Althausen z”l
Ted Basch z”l
Elizabeth Biringer z”l
Rickey Bloom z”l
Susan Borkow z”l
Beatrice Diamond z”l
Klary Fischmann z”l
Rosalie Greenfield z”l

Planning Ahead
Beth Jacob Congregation has cemetery property for sale at
Mount Sinai Memorial Park in Simi Valley
Home of Peace Memorial Park in Whittier
Eretz HaChaim Cemetery in Beit Shemesh, Israel

Salomon Guenoun z”l
Rachel Hertzberg z”l
Helen Kurz z”l
Roberta Lilian Maimes z”l
Rivka Mamo z”l

This property may be purchased in
convenient monthly terms

Stanley Nestadt z”l
Perla Pflaster z”l
Molly Rendel z”l

Please contact Benny Adler at
310-278-1911 for more information
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Chag Sameach
From our
Beth Jacob Family
to Yours
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Dr. Ivor Geft Davening
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Gmar
Chatimah
Tovah
May You be Inscribed In The Book Of Life
Wishing you a Healthy and Happy New Year
from our Beth Jacob family to yours
Thank you for all that you do for our
community to make it what it is today
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